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INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

TIN EFFECT OF LAKE ERIE ON 'CLIMATE V.

The 'cities of Buffalo, New York;. Erie, Pennsylvania; and
Painesville, Ohio,have a common problem in winter. :they have
very-heavy snowfall, up to 120 inches per year. They must
spend millions of dollars for snow removal. On the other hand,

t-in-Bay, Ohio a small town on South Bass Island, and Sandusky,
Ohio are two of the driest spots in Ohio. Put-in-BO has about
2/3 of the "Precipitation of cities such as Columbus. The one
thing in common among all of theae cities-is that they are in or
close to'Lake'Erie. Can the presence of the.lakv account both
for high precipitation in some cities an4 low nr4cinitation in
other areas?

OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITY A

The "lake effect" not only influences summer.and winter
precipitation, but also the temperature. The shore of Lake
iriliwill often be cooler In the summer and warmer in the wintet
dhan other Areas of Ohio. How does the lake affect the climate
of Northern,Ohio?

1

tO:

When you have corplefed-this investigation you will be able

1. Explain how air temperature affects aft density and
movement.

2., Desrcribe hoW and why local winds near the shore change
dirleCtion from day to night, and from winter to summer.

3. Describe how the circulation of ailir is affected 14y, the
land-water interface.

4. 'Describe how this circulation changes the amount of
precipitation in the area around the Great 'Lakes.

I

5. Identify implications of'the "lake effect" for the
economy Qf northern Ohio.

.-

WHAT CAUSES THE LAND-SEA BREEZE?

Perhaps you've seen a fire at home in a fireplace, or Out-
side during a weiner-roast. What happened to the smoke? Normally
it will rise RE into the air. Why? As air heats up it becomes
lighter (less dense) and it rises carrying the smoke with it. As
the Air rises, it leaves an "empty space" (area of low density air)
in and above the ftre. Something must fill in the "empty space,"
what? Obviously more air, but where does it come from? The air
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moves in from all around the sides of the fire because it is
Is then heated,t. * s

lItOCFnURE

becoming less dense, and it rises.
4

Carefully observe the demonstration (Figure 1) that your
teacher has set up for yoy.Ansiaer the following questions:

Side View

(

I t Top View

t.

dish with
potting soil

),\

s

modeling clay to ish with lamp
hold thermometers potting soil thermo

Figure 1, Side.and top views of tescber.O.emonstration___

1. Observe the four thermometers in lhe container. . Where
is it hottest? Where is it coolest?

What pre your hYpotheses about.how the
air inside the t,ank might be mOving?

2. Can you see air around-you move? Li;t some ways
you could observe the air's motion.

4



3. What could we do to actually see the air move inside .

this tank?

t.

3

4. Where would the denser air be located ih the tank?

The less dense air? Why?

4S. Why do the air move in the way that it doe's?
I

,

The process you observed in the tank is the ladd-sea breeze
etfect in thiniature. The land quickly reacts to changes in the
amount of heat from the sun, whereas the water is slow to react
to 'such changes. Water has a high specific heat. It stores

*heat more efficiently and longer than.does the land.' )

Ir

During what part of the day will wind move from lake to
\-_,shore? Why?

4.

c.

I



ACTIVITY B HOW D ,5 LAKE ERIE INFLUENCE THE CLIIMATE OF NHARBY LAND AREAS?'

MATERIALS Craph paper and pencil.

PROCEDURE In this part of the ac.tivity you will be constructing a
graph showing the relationship between precipitation, temperature
and 'distance from the shore of Lake Erie in an area of northwestern
Ohio (Figure 2).

A

Put In Bay LA K E
E R 1 E

0

T iffin

dB

Bucyrus

OHIO

Figure 2. Map of the Lake Eri.e shore near Sandusky, OhiO.

are a graph from the data in cplumns 2 and 3 of Figure 3.
Pl& the distance from Lake Erie on the horizottar axis.and
the verage monthly range of temperature on the vertical
axis. What happens to the average monthly range in
temper ure as the distance from the lake increAtkes?

What might cause this?

1

a
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Locations Dlstance from
Lake Erie

Average Monthly Number of
Rang,e of "Frost.'Free.

Temperature (9F)
1.02Y141

_

Sandusky 1 15.9 194 *

Tiffin 30- 19.5 1'62

Bucyrus 50 21.5 154

IFigure.3. Distance from Like al4Temnerature
.

,

2.' prepare A second graph from the data in Figure 3.
Plot the distance from Lake Erie (Column 2)\,as the
horizontal axis and the number of frost4ree days -

(Column 4) on the vertical axit. 1x/happens to the
number of frost-freelcOeys as the di tance from the
ake increases?. What might cause this?

/

N..

3. The Lake Erie islands seem especially well adapt ed for
growing grapes. This is primfirily because of the plimate.
What,,temperature conditiolw do you think are important for
good viniculture (grape growing)?

We have now seen that Lake Erie has a modeKating effect,on the tempera-
Cure bf regionvin and around the lake.. Does it affect precipitation?

4. Prepare graph from the data in Figure 4. ,Use a different color
lq

*
to plot a line for each of the 4 locations. Pldt the months on
the horizontal axis and the precipitation in. inches along the

4 vertical axis. How does precipitation change from the Lake
Erie islands inlahd to Bucyrus? Is this what you'expected?

.

Locations-

.

Jan. Feb.'Mar. Ar. May Juno July Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec.

Put-in-Bay

Sand sky

Tif

Bucyrus

2.0
., --

2.5

23.0

1.2

1.5 2.4 3.0 3.1
No

1.8 2.8 2.7 2.9

,2.3 3.4 1.4 3.6

2.3 3.4 3.3 3.6

3.0 2.4 2.8 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.0.

3,4 3.3 3.1 3.1 2.40 2.0 2.1

3.7 3.7 3.0 3.3 2.7 2.3 2.6

4.1 4.1 3.24 3.2 2.9.12.6 2.64 4

, i
t

. Figure 4. Precipitation
' \ ,
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5. Examine Figures 5 and 6 Acre does the hrghMst snowfall
occ r in relation to Lake Eric? Is thts
al. the area of highest annual precipitation

Figure 5. Arinual Snowfall Lare Erie Regionan inches.

11

4

(

Figure 6. Toial Anrutial Precipitation in Lake Erie Region in inches.

6. Where do,you"think most of the water comes from-that falls on
BuffaId either in the form of rain or snow?

7.. How does this water get linto the air?

8. Sandusky is Tight next to the lake as is Buffalo. .Why do you
-

think Sanausky gets so much less moisture?
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The prevailing winds over Lake Erie are from the sOuthwest anti
est.

_ -44RefarL-ta-thf-graph-preparain step: 4, -During -what month
.

do you firid'the greatest differtnce in precipitation between
Bucyrus and Put-in-Bay? : How do you think
Bucyrus getsqllmot of its rainfall in that month?'

During the summer, air over the surface of'the lake is cooler
than thA over land (remember the demonstration,in Part A). Because
of.this, few,thunderstorms form over the lake. There Omply is
enough energy (Heat) coming up from the lake surface ta\ause them to
form. The moisture in the air, therefore, stciys Chere until it gets
over and beyond the western end of the lake. This is one of the
reasons that Put-in-Bay is the driest part of Ohio.

ACTiVITY C CAN YOU MAKE A GENERAL CLIMATE PREDP6TION?

MATERIALS Road map of Ohio'

/11

PROCEDURE Examine the Lake Erie coastline on your Ohio map. Locate a 'town
-called Vermilion. Keeping in mind the results of Activities A and B.
concerning temperature and precipitation differences, air density
differences and.fr circulation, answer these,questions:

1. What would you expect the w4ather conditions of Vermilion,.
Ohio, to be? Consider the following: .k

`v.

a) summer temperature near shore

b) Winter temperature near shore

c) precipitation
A

d) frost-free days (growing season)

2 Draw two diagrams of the Lake Erie shOl-eline near Vermilion- On
one diagram, indicate the wind 'circulation expected on a summer
evening. On.the other diagram, indicate the wifid.circulation
expected in mid-afternoon in the summer.

S.

t.

-

A



REVIEW
.

QUESTION

I

Now do winds near a'shoreline oirculate during the day?
at night?

2. How.cloeRAhe_circulation_pattern affect the amount of
cipitation ahd therefore the climate of an area?

3. 119ow is the.agricultuxal economy of this.area related to
air circulation patterns?

4. Why is there more precipitation at Buffalo, New York than
in Sand.usky, Ohio?

-

1.1

6
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OVERVIEW
. Activity A is a teacher's demOnstration through which the

students will observe the land-sea-breeze.effect in miniature
and examine ita eauses. In Activity B, the students will com-

.

pare the precipitation and number of frost freeAays in four
Ohio cities with the distance from Lake Erie's share: This is
done to develop the idea of how Lake Erie affects the precipi-
tation and temperature of surrounding areas. Activity C asks .

students to recall ahd use the information from B and C to make
a general pred.iction"nbout the climate of VermilionQhlo.

PREREQUISITE
STUDENT
BACKGROUND Students hould hdve some familiarity with the-concepta of

.'air density, wind or air.movement natterns and their relationship
to precipitation and also specific heat.

Section 2-13 of ESCP (Investigatinsk the Earth_i 19781 deals
wiEh,condensation,, dew point., and clouds. it woidd be helPful
to review th'is,introductory material first. Ideally, this entire'
investigation should be,preceded by 0EAGLS Investfgation #1: The
Effect of Lake 'Erie on Ohio's Temperature.

OBJECTIVES When the sEudents havp completed this investigation they should,
be able to:

1. Explain how air temperature affects air dertgity and movement.
2. Describe how and why local winds'near the shore change

direction frbm day to night and from winter to summer.
3. Describe how the circulation of air ts affeCted by the

land-water interface.
4. Describe how the circulation of,air changes the amount

ofprecipitation in the area around the Great Lakes.
5. Identify implications of the "lake effect" for the

'economy of northern Ohio.

MATfRIALS 10-20 gallon aquarium tank, 8x8 baking atsh or 8-inch Oie pan,
3-5 ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid andcammonium hYdroxide,
heat lamp., glass'cT plexighiss aquarium cover, modeling clay, two
medicine droppe-rg, twoplastic pill bottle caps", four. thgrmometers,

'2 water, graph paper (5 squares.to one'inch), pencil,.and road map

BACKGROUND:
INFORMATION

Of Ohio.
z.

#

Make sure you-aee familiar with how airltemperature affects'air
pressure and density, and how air pressure aefects the air's 'Movement
or the winds. A standard earth science textbook-can provide this

, information. .

-1
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SUCCESTED
APPROACH , Activity A.is a teacher's demonstration: Make sure you have

tried out your .set-up first:

,J
, Activities B and C could be done individually.or Within small

,

lab groups.

ACTIVITY A

PROCEDURE

Side View

WHAT CAUSES THE LAND-SEA BREEZE?

The introduction to this activity is meant to provide the
.students with clues about what to look for in the tank and why
the smoke plume is moving that way.

Ktywords: density, land-sea breeze effect, specific heat, convection.-_ _

Note: YOU should check to be sure that no thermometers are in a
shadow when the tamp is turned on and also that the light does not
shine directly onfiny thermometer bulb.

Caution: Care,should be taken to prevent Ktudents from tampering with
Apmicals! lf chemicals conta skin, wash theaffected areas thorough-
:1g at once. Clean up spills i iately. Both chemicals have a
noxious odór,-so keep containe ealed except when the chemicals are
being used.

1) Set up Our apparatus as shown in Figure'TC-l. Be certain
that the lamp is centered over both water and soil.

lamp
'Top View

,dish with
potting soil-

.............t-r.-77=7..--.

1

, , ., . . . # , , '!' ., . s.. -. .

1.

'ma

C C I. J._

I 1.
,

.
, ' b.., . /- . /

modeling clay to ish with
hold thermometers potting soil thermo ters caps

el'e)

Figut:e TG-1 : Side and Top views of Teachet's Demonsfration

15
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2) Use one dropper to put 3-5 ml of hydrochloric acid into
one of the pill caps. 4 '

3) Cover the aquarium and turn on the heat lamp'for 10-15
minutes before doing the demonstration.

4) While waiting for,heat to build up inside the tank, dis-
cuss with students the introductory.materials included
in the Student Guide.

5) After 10-minutes, have students answer questions 1-3.
Answers should be as lollows:

1. Hottest area is over "land," coolest'is under
water. Accept any reasonable hypothesis about
hod/ air is'Moving in the tank. He'ated air

should rise over the land and cooler air should
sflow in from therater to fill the "etriiply space"
left by the rfailpt air.

2. Moving air isn't visible,1it itS effects are.
We can see trees swaYing an :clouds And smoke
being carried by the wind.,

4

3. Herepe answers'may vary. Some suggestions might
work.on a large scale but-be impossible for use
in this small tank. Accept each of the suggestions

pf your students,discussfng them with the class.

6) Draw 1 ml of ammonium Hydroxide into a,clean.dropper.

7). Quicklyslide the avarium cover o4er a bit and carefully.
drop ammonium hydroacle into the.empty pill cap. The
vaporizing HC1 and ammonium hydroxide react'in the air
to Traduce ammonium chloride, tfie white pluMe.

8) Remove dropper quickly and replace the aquarium cover. (A
white "si-(oke"lume'shOuld trace out the circulat,lon pattern
within:the ,tank).

19). Have students complete the answers for this activity based on
their observatkons.

3

4. The "smoke" particles are light enougb to be
carried.by air. Therefore, they are carried by
'the iOvemerit ot the, air and outline the air currentti..
The less dense.air over the land is rising and th
denser air oVer the water is moving in over the land
to fill in the "empty'space." The liggter air has
then moved over the watert_cooled, dropped, and
Moved in over the soir to C"Omplete the convection cell.
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5. The denser alr would he located over the cooler
water. The leas denseair would be rising over
the hotter land.

6. The,wind will move fr9m the lake toward the
sabre during the mid-day to afternoon. By

this time, the sun has warmed up the land
more than the lake.

ACTIVITs4bB HOW DOES LAKE ERIE IN1XENCF) THE CLIMATE 'OF NEARBY LAND AREAS?,

Answers to questions in student's investigation:

1/4

4

.

1.

k 0
Li_

"A" graph. The average montbly range in temperature
increases as you move farther from the lake.' The range
is caused by the lake's acting as a Moderaton for the
immediate surrounding temPeratves. The range is part
of the "laka.effect" because Ole lake slowly releases

-ite stored-up energy (epecifie.heat) to the air and keeps
it warmer in the fall and winter. Therefore, the tem-
perature does not va6, as much (have as great a range)
near the lake.

24°
3

4-- 0_
(1) IL

14°

2 170_

A.

N.1

0 10 20 30 -40 50 60.

DiStance from Lake Erie (miles)

4.

01
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2. "8" graph. :the number of frost-free days decreases
as you move farther inland from the lake. This decrease
is also part of the "lake effect." The lake slowly
gives off its heat energy to the atmosphere, thereby
keeping nearby land warmer and keeping the frost away
longer than.farther inland:

1

210

4)00

190

.0

(73 180
1:1

a)
170

160 -
L.

IL

150 -

0

B.

I I I I I_

10 20 50 40 50- 60

Distance from Lake Erie (miles)

3. Viniculture requires a long growing season (more frost-
free days) and moderate temperatutes (warm, with no severe
changes.)

"C" graph,: Injgeneral'Oe precipitation Increases as you
move inland from the lake.

5. The highest showfall occurs not far from Ole Lake Erie
coast between Erie, Pa,.and Byffalo, N.Y. Yea, this
Is also the area of highest annual preoliSitaion.

,

'10 A.

5
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6. The water that falls Dia Buffalo,as rain and snow comes
primarily from Lake Erie.

7. The water whtch falls on Buffalo.gets into the air by:,

evaporation-as the prevailingQ:aouthwesterbr winds blow
over the lake's surface.

8. Sandusky is along the southwestern shoreline f Lake Erie.
Because,the prevailing winds come frot the southwest, the
wind has been traveling over dry land and has hot.yet
picked up much moisture.- More moisture becomes available

as the wind travels over Lake'Erietoward Buffalo.

9. The greateit diffsrence in precipitation between Bucyrus
and Put-in- BaY te found during the month of July . iBucyrus

could 6e getting its rainfall Irom the moisture which
enter's the air from evaporation over streams and the land

itself. ,

19
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ACTIVITY C CAN YOU MAKE A GENERAL CLIMATE PREDICTION?

1. Vermilion, Ohio, is situated along the Lake Erie shoreline
as is Sandusky. Summer-temperatures in Vermilion would warm

. 1

u0 slower than inland cities because'of proximity to the I:ake,
but onct the water warms 4, the Lake will help keep winter'
temperatures from dropping as low as those farther inland.
Using the climate data from the cities in Activity B and the
geographic position of Vermilion, students can predict that
precipitation would range from about 1.5 inches in January
to 3 inches in.late spring.. The average number of frost-free
days would be- about 194.

2.

lake

breeze

lako
breeze

Summer Evening Summer Afternoon

REVIEW
QUESTIONS I. During the day, the Land heats up faster than the water.

The air above the land is heated and rises because it is
leas:dense. Cooler (more dense) air above the water blowl,
inland to fill in the "empty space." This inland movement
of air is called the on-shore breeze.

At night, just the opposite air movement occurs. The
land cools off faster than the water. Thus, the air
Over the water becomes less dense and rises. The cooler
air from Over the land blows off-shore to fill in the
"empty space." This is called the evening off-shore
breeze.

t.,

2. The circulation pattern of air does affect the precipi-
tation of ,the'area. The on-shore breeze brings moist
air from over the lake. As it passes over the land, the
air warms and-rises. As warm moist ,air rises, rain clouds
are formed amd are then blown further inland where the
moisture falls as rain.

3: The agricultural economy of Ois area is very dependent
upon tbs-precipitation brought inland from the lake. -

The air circulation also allows-more fra.st-free days
and therefore a longer groWiq season.

4. There is more preciptiation at Buffalo, N.Y., because
the prevailing winds from the west haVe traveled over
the lake and picked up moisture. These winch, move in-
land across Buffalo and release ihe moisture as rain.
Sandusky, however, ikon the-western shoreline of the
lake. The prevailing westerly winds have beep traveling
ever the land and have not had a chance to pick up.much
moisture.
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Lakes Basin. Environment Canada, Toronto, 1972.

1.. Warm air, when surrounded by cooler air, will:

*1. rlse.

2. sink.
3% 1-wither rise nor sink.
4. sink, then rise.

2. Over a very small geographical area, winds blow:

from areas of wairm air to areas of cooler ain
*27 from areas of cool air to areas of armer
3. only vertically in areas of warm air.
4. along the prevailing wind direction at a,11 times.

3. Whichltats up faster when the sun Is ahining?

1. water covered by ic$
2. land and 1.14er heat up at the same rate
3. water (lakes)

* 4, land
4

4. In the summer, tht, temperlture of air
416,

I. over water and the nearby land is the same, night or day.
2. always follows the prevalling wind direction.

* 3. over water is warmer at night than over the nearby land.
4. aver water is warmer during the day than air over the nearby

land.

5. As ,!Nu go along Lake Eriv from Sandnsky, Ohio, to Erie, Pennsylvania,
the average yearly'precinitation

* 1. increases.
2. deerease.s
3. remains the same.

6. Normally, an air maps originatinver water 'will

have the same amount of,H
2
0 in it as an air mass over land.

2. have less water in it than an air mass over land.
*?. have more water in it than an air mass over land.
4. gain or lose water only in the daytime, when thesun is

21



4114.

4

4

a.

p.

7 tities downwind from a large water body will get

1 .

2.

"I.

*4.

more precipitation in the winter after the lake surface is
.covered with ice.
the same athount of precipitation as citiea downwind from land.
less precipitation than cities downwind from land.
more precipitation than cities downwind from land.

8. Compared to inland cities, citiea near large bodies4of water will be

I. warmer
*2. warmer
3. cooler
4. cooler

in

in

in

in

40:
the
the

the
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9. Frost-free days are days when the air temperature near the land
surface does not fall below freeling. As you get closer to a
large body of water, the number of frost-free days per year

*1. increases.
2. decreases.
3 stays the same.
4., increases, then decreases.

10. A major "industry" of northern Ohio'and the Lake Erie Islands
that results from the'influence of the lake on climate is

1. electrical power generation.
*2. raising grapes.
3. producing steel..
4. shipping.
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